ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE

SUPERIOR GLAZE FINISH
Super Vitrified is a vitreous body that does not absorb moisture, is more hygienic, and has better heat retention properties. Its high resistance to thermal shock helps to reduce breakages. Its properties provide superior strength.

SUPERIOR STACKABILITY
Designed with safe stacking in mind to maximise space saving in a back of house environment.

FOOTED PLATES
Key plate sizes have a foot essential for banqueting, available in certain ranges only in CSV.

MICROWAVE & DISHWASHER SAFE
High thermal shock and footed to withstand 5000 dishwasher cycles.

FULLY GLAZED FOOT ON PLATES & ON CERTAIN OTHER CSV LINES
Prevents damage to ware when stacked. *Excludes footed plates.

QUALITY
Super Vitrified meets the quality standard for food service tableware laid down by the British Standards Institute, BS 8654.

DURABILITY & STRENGTH
A reinforced “rolled edge” increases chip resistance.

UP TO 20% LIGHTER*
Refined thinner profiles with a defined rim edge dramatically reduce the weight of each item. Easy to handle and applies to items on a profile body shown opposite. *Excludes footed plates.

IMPROVED FACE PROFILE*
A defined rim edge to improve food presentation. *Relates to items on a Profile body.
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